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Overview

Cloud Manufacturing as a solution

Modelling technique Sutton Bonington Dairy Farm Case Study

Lindhurst Engineering’s novel H2AD bioprocess
Lindhurst have built a hybrid

bioprocess of an anaerobic digester

and microbial fuel cell (H2AD), which is

capable of treating wastewater while

simultaneous generating energy in the

form of CH4 and H2.

The technology is built into a shipping

container making it easily deployable

and highly modular. The lower capital

and operational costs and the

scalability of the bioprocess make it

ideal for SMEs treating wastewaters

Wastewaters:

• Slurry

• Food and 

drink

• Industrial 

processes

• Treated 

water

• Fertiliser

What is Cloud Manufacturing?

The cloud manufacturing model is the concept of sharing

manufacturing capabilities and resources on a cloud

platform capable of making intelligent decisions to

provide the most sustainable and robust manufacturing

route available [2].

• Improved process resilience by

predicting the effect on wastewater

variation has on H2AD performance*.

• Optimise process conditions to

account for variability.

• Greater accuracy on predicting H2AD

capability to treat new wastewater

streams.

• Model the impact of seasonal

variations has on H2AD performance*.

Challenges in deploying H2AD technology

1. Seasonal and wastewater variations decrease the

efficiency of the bacteria, which are the heart of the

H2AD bioprocess.

2. Optimising performance* to ensure H2AD remains

economically sustainable.

3. Predicting H2AD suitable at treating new wastewaters.

Before Cloud Manufacturing can be used to make intelligent decisions

a model needs to be developed…

Cloud Manufacturing can be used to:

Collect data 

from H2AD 

processes 

treating variety 

of wastewater

Fit data to model 

hosted on cloud 

platform 

Then use models to intelligently :

*performance measured by % removal of wastewater pollutants and volume of biogas generated.

• Wastewater treatment is costly and energy-

intensive. Effective water management is key to

tackling rising manufacturing costs.

• Larger manufacturers have begun utilising

processes, like Anaerobic Digestion. However, these

processes have a large capital cost from an SME

perspective, making them unfeasible.

• Novel technologies are being developed that can be

scaled to fit a variety of wastewater treatment

needs. However, these face certain challenges that

must be overcome. Could Cloud Manufacturing be

the solution?

This project is sited at the Sutton Bonington (SB) Dairy Centre to model

H2AD process treating slurry.

Figure 1: H2AD process [1]

Project aim:

This project will develop a model aimed

at understanding how variations in the

input waste stream (feedstock) and

H2AD process conditions inform on the

process performance*.

Objectives:

• To work with Lindhurst to collect

data from the bioprocess over a 1

year time frame.

• Fit data to a developed ANN model

to make predictions to increase the

process resilience.

• Investigate the model’s capability to

predict data collected from sites

which use alternative feedstocks

that input to an H2AD process.

Machine learning is the technique that figures out the “model” out of the 

“data” [3]. By collecting “training” data machine learning algorithms, 

such as Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), can develop models that fit 

this data and can be used to make predictions on fresh input data.  
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Figure 3: Modelling process [3]
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